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We know things have changed in New Zealand as a result of COVID-19.  
But which things? And by how much? What will the experience mean for  
the attitudes and behaviours of everyday New Zealanders? Which habits  
have been disrupted? Which have been created? What are short-term  
reactions? And what may change long-term in the way we think and act?

The 2020 Vision Project seeks to answer these questions. Through 
following the stories of the same 30 New Zealanders during and post 
Lockdown, we’ll see which changes are fleeting and which will last 
for longer.

During Lockdown we heard of the sacrifices made to protect ourselves, 
and each other.  We’re a fairly selfless lot when it really matters. And 
resilient too. Despite the odd grumble, we managed through the  
confines of Lockdown pretty well.  But we missed the human contact  
with our family and friends…

Now out of Lockdown we’ve been able to re-connect with our loved ones,  
and breathe in the freedoms temporarily denied to us.  It feels good. Our 
community spirit, re-awoken during Lockdown, seems to have endured.  

But we’re still wary of having all our hard work undone by ‘one person’ 
slipping through the border.  After all, while we’re feeling good about  
having zero community cases here in New Zealand, there is still a  
pandemic raging elsewhere in the world. The future, with a rocky  
economy, is still very uncertain.

A bit about the 2020 Vision Project. 
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Now in Alert Level 1 and Kiwis are relishing being out of their homes and  
back into society, although things might not quite be the same as before.  
The phrase 'normal but not normal' seems a fair description. 

With COVID-19 eliminated from the community and Lockdown restrictions 
lifted, the rhythm of busy daily lives has resumed. For many this came with 
mixed emotions - for some a welcome relief as it signalled some sense of 
‘normality’, while others lamented the loss of special time spent with loved 
ones in their bubble.

While it’s too early to see the full effects of any habits formed during  
Lockdown, some are trying to keep up the exercise regime they forged 
recently, while others talk fondly of continuing to develop their home 
cooking skills.  

With the return of school sports, social lives and work, there was an element  
of people wanting to retain the best parts of Lockdown – the meals at home, 
the connecting with household members. But the question remains – in the 
return to a busy life, can they?

Normal but not normal - it’s good to be back.

What might this mean?
Lockdown is over, but the memory remains. It gave people the chance to 
reflect on the life they wanted, and briefly, were able to live – more time  
at home, special moments with the family. How can we provide people with 
the opportunity to maintain as much of that lifestyle as possible as we return 
back to the hectic pace of normal life? 2.

“You can go to the beach without  
feeling you’re committing a crime.”

Male, 48, Nelson

“It's gone back to busy normal back  
to how I was before … So for myself 
and the children, trying to get a bit 
more normality.”

Female, 48, Dunedin



After 49 days of government mandated Lockdown, many of us are still 
spending more time at home than we had in the past. That doesn’t mean 
we aren’t leaving the house – but whether due to working from home, 
greater use of online shopping, or connecting more with family and 
friends over home-cooked meals, our lives seem closer to home. 

The concept of ‘buy local’ is another reflection of our smaller lens on the 
world. Many were aware of the struggles of local restaurants and cafes, 
and were attempting to direct their spending at those places. Think 
- fewer trips across the city seeking out the latest hip restaurant, and 
more trips to that family-run Italian restaurant in my neighbourhood. 

We’re focusing closer to home.

“I’ve got a McDonalds just down  
the road, but I make sure I go to the  
fish ‘n’ chip shop now instead. I think  
McDonalds are well placed to get 
through this.”

Male, 31, Auckland

What might this mean?
The sanctuary our homes provided during Lockdown appears to 
have created a cocoon-like layer around us and while the threat of 
COVID-19 remains, it is likely people will prioritise goods and services 
they can access nearby.  This community-orientation may recede as 
time goes on, but for now, having a suburban presence is of real value. 

3.

“We're probably spending more time 
at home than what we probably would 
have used to because we're like, well, we 
don't need to go and do that … I think 
it's turning into a new normal.”

Female, 48, Wellington



It seems many Kiwis have heard the call to ‘buy local’ – and it’s  
one that we’re supportive of. As part of the current ‘community  
orientation’ most are seeking out local businesses to support, such  
as smaller takeaway outlets and cafes. But there's a question  
whether people will change their ongoing spending habits to buy 
NZ made goods based around issues of price, and ease of 
identifying what’s local and what’s not.

It seems that defining ‘local’ has more to do with the business  
ownership structure (i.e. small owner operators) than the source  
of goods or services being sold. There’s a lot of empathy for small  
business owners doing it tough at the moment.    

Encouragement to be domestic tourists is having some success. 
While many acknowledge the discounted offers currently available, 
the overall cost of domestic holidays is still something of a luxury 
in these straitened times, meaning we are more likely to consider 
shorter breaks and destinations closer to home.

‘Buying Local’ resonates.

Brands that genuinely connect with their community are likely  
have an advantage right now – but simply being Kiwi may not  
be enough to make people buy. Tapping into the current sentiment 
around adaptation, innovation and support could give brands an edge.  
Large chains and multinational brands may have to work harder in  
the short-term, while domestic tourist operators may be better to 
target visitors in nearby catchment areas. 
 
 

What might this mean?

“I’ve joined a Facebook  
group called NZ Made  
Products which has been  
like a treasure trove… and  
my use of Neighbourly has 
gone exponential since  
Lockdown.”

Female, 53, Christchurch

“Going to your local  
restaurants and local hair 
salons and things like that. 
I guess just supporting the 
businesses around you… 
When I went to go buy 
some stuff for this flat… I 
decided to pay a little bit 
more for a New Zealand 
made mattress.”

Female, 29, Wellington
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We’ve heard how people took to working from home (WFH) during  
Lockdown – while not without its challenges, in general, it was something 
people had wanted to do previously, but typically hadn’t.

Since exiting Lockdown and people had the chance to return to the office, 
there has been a mix of experiences. Some were returning to the office  
full-time – due to a mixture of choice or expectations from others. Others 
were able to mix working from home and the office. Yet others were looking  
forward to their workplaces opening up.

What was interesting was how different workplaces responded to this. Some  
employers expected to see staff back in the office – and employees weren’t 
pleased. Others were generating WFH policies without setting a clear  
expectation of what people should do – meaning some felt pressured to 
return. Yet others were following the lead of AMP and explicitly telling 
people of the expectation of WFH a few days a week. 

Will working from home continue? It certainly appears so.

What might this mean?
Businesses will need to consider what sort of organisation they want to  
design for.  Simply setting work-from-home policies might not be  
enough – there could be a need to change organisational attitudes so that  
working from home is normalised, and why employees are required to be at 
the workplace is clear and justified.

“I was really reluctant to return to  
the office. I was so comfortable  
working from home… but it was great  
to see my workmates again.”

Male, 24, Auckland

“I’ve just been doing two to three  
days a week in the office and having  
the other couple of days at home. It’s  
been a brilliant balance … [previously] 
thinking that I needed to be in office 
all the time. Actually, no, I don't.”

Female, 48, Wellington
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There is a general acceptance that community transmission has been  
eliminated but recent border issues have re-surfaced latent fears that ‘it  
only takes one person’ to re-ignite spread of the virus in New Zealand.  

The quarantine management bungles were disappointing for us after we’d  
all made so many sacrifices to rid ourselves of the virus. The government’s  
overall efforts in handling the pandemic has developed a large reservoir of 
forgiveness, so there was general tolerance of the errors made, arguably 
helped by the consequences being limited.

People tended to focus on the success of ‘beating the virus’ here in 
New Zealand and how that has let us return to some sort of normality more 
quickly than most other countries.  However, we are conscious it is still active 
overseas and therefore could arrive here, so remain a little ‘on guard’.

“We’re the safest country in the  
world right now. I just hope we didn’t 
celebrate too early.” 

COVID-19 has been beaten – at least for now…

Female, 31, Whangarei

Our elimination strategy has set a low tolerance threshold for any recurrence of 
the virus amongst the public. Achieving ‘zero active cases (in the community)’ is 
like a badge of honour and people are committed to maintaining that status. 
 
We may see people back in the shops, but does that mean that people haven’t  
been affected in important ways. People may be visiting stores less often, or 
spending less time instore – but alleviating the subtle triggers hindering customer 
comfort such as offering contactless payment, accessible hand sanitiser and visible 
contact tracing codes all contribute to a subliminal reduction of risk and a better 
customer experience. 

What might this mean?

6.

“I think I feel a little concerned 
but not stressful concerned. I think 
the potential for it to hit again is  
a possibility. However, I do have 
confidence in the structures that 
they have put in place to try and 
keep it at bay as much as possible.” 

Female, 48, Dunedin



Kiwis love travelling and while a number expressed a desire to 
enjoy overseas travels again at some point, there was strong 
agreement that New Zealand’s borders should remain tightly 
managed for now.

People felt that it was still relatively early in the lifecycle of 
the global pandemic, and preferred to prioritise protection 
of New Zealanders’ health over stimulating the international 
tourism sector. As long as other forms of trade could be 
maintained, it seems that we’re willing to sacrifice this for 
the time being.  

However, the arrival of foreign workers and  
students willing to go through the required 
quarantine process was welcomed, with an  
acknowledgement it could boost  
the economy.

International visitors can wait.

What might this mean?
The conditions for a launch of a trans-Tasman travel  
bubble need to be palatable to the public. This means  
the volume of active cases in Australia being at a low 
level, with proof of COVID-free status before being 
allowed to travel. In the short term, risking our record  
of zero active community cases would not be well  
received by the ‘team of five million’.

However, we’re also conscious that remaining isolated 
from the world is not viable long-term, and that at some 
point calculated risks will need to be taken to enable 
international travel. We’re just not there quite yet.

“We shouldn’t rush into any 
trans-Tasman bubble… anyone  
wanting direct access into  
New Zealand should have to  
prove they are COVID-free.” 

Female, 53, Dunedin

“I think we need to make sure 
these other countries have a 
handle [on COVID] … I’d hate 
to lose everything just to try 
and open up our borders.” 

Male, 38, Christchurch

7.

78% not supportive of a trans-Tasman travel bubble.*

* Based on 1001 New Zealanders surveyed by Dynata (26-29 June).



Lockdown made many realise how frivolous some of their  
spending was, and this coupled with an economic storm on the 
horizon are having an influence on Kiwi’s willingness to spend 
at the moment.  

Many are spending a little less overall compared to before  
Lockdown – a mixture of reduced income levels, more cautious 
behaviour given uncertainty around our financial future, and  
seeing how much their savings grew during Lockdown. Some 
are choosing to pay down debt right now to mitigate their 
liabilities should the worst happen.

While ‘everyday’ spend (e.g groceries, utilities) are largely  
unaffected, ‘big ticket’ items (e.g electronics; whiteware;  
furniture etc) may be deferred. Additionally, Lockdown taught  
us to ‘make do’ with what we have so some may be more  
comfortable with putting off upgrading their phone or car  
unless absolutely necessary. 

Watching the pennies, so the pounds look after themselves.

Circumspect consumers aren’t great for economic recovery  
so regaining their confidence is obviously essential. In the  
meantime, higher value goods and services will need to get 
creative with their marketing efforts to stimulate interest, and 
likely revisit their pricing strategy to attract buyers. 

What might this mean?
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“I’m fine spending a couple of 
hundred on a night out, but that 
$3000 mega screen TV can wait.”

Female, 29, Wellington

“I just hear about [the economy] 
a lot, about going into a recession, 
and that could mean a lot of job 
losses … it’s going to have a bad 
effect on everyone and it’s probably 
a good time to be a bit more frugal.”

Male, 32, Auckland

31% are now earning less than before Lockdown.*

* Based on 1001 New Zealanders surveyed  by Dynata (26-29 June).



While redundancies and re-shaping of roles continue 
across the country, those still employed are hopeful 
that their jobs won’t be dramatically affected. 
Everyone is conscious of the employment situation, 
with many knowing of people directly impacted.  

But will it affect me? People were aware that the 
economy is going to struggle in the near term, but 
felt that they would be safe from its impact. Is this 
realistic? Maybe, maybe not.

People acknowledge that the wage subsidy is 
helping to keep things going at the moment, and  
hope this buys enough time for economic conditions 
to stabilise sufficiently to minimise significant job  
losses. They are aware of the impact that a recession 
will have on people’s – and the country’s – finances. 

We’re cautiously optimistic about job security.

“It’s the economy stupid” – very relevant in 2020 
New Zealand. Concerns about the state of the 
economy is a perpetual backdrop, and over the near 
future we can expect to see people become more cost 
conscious, despite the fact few people felt they would 
be affected by job losses. What happens if that were 
to change?

What might this mean?
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“My company already 
made some people 
redundant during Lock-
down so I don’t think I’m 
likely to be affected now. 
Well, I hope not…”

“We've been quite 
fortunate to keep our jobs 
and we have a house ... 
so we were lucky I think 
… some of our friends did 
lose jobs or had financial 
struggles.”

Female, 22, Wellington

Female, 36, Auckland



We’ve all heard that we need to do more to protect our environment and 
it’s become a bigger issue over the past few years. During Lockdown people 
talked about the joys of hearing more birdsong, and reduced air pollution 
from having fewer cars on the road. 

But could it last post Lockdown? It seems people want to retain this,  
but don’t see how protecting the environment and kick-starting the 
economy are compatible. People expressed a desire for a better balance, 
and questioned the point of an economy that didn’t protect our natural 
environment. But what did it look like? 

In the end, many felt that through necessity or lack of choice, that the 
environment would be sacrificed in the short-run to re-start the economy. 
While accelerating environmental sustainability is desired, and some 
economic trade-offs may be acceptable to achieve this, no-one seems 
willing to ‘go backwards’ economically in order to rescue the environment.

We feel conflicted: the environment vs economy tension.

Issues related to the environment are still on the minds of consumers, and 
there is a level of discomfort about how our behaviour matches with our 
values. Brands that can help minimise this cognitive dissonance – providing 
customers with the chance to shop and behave in a way that reflects what’s 
important to them – are more likely to be positively viewed. This is more  
than just 'green washing' – it’s about presenting tangible actions that create 
win-win outcomes for the customer and company regarding the environment. 

What might this mean?
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“I think there needs to  
be a better balance, but 
its like balancing a coin 
on its edge isn’t it?”

Male, 59, Timaru 

“I'm conflicted because 
I do like green products, 
but at the end of the  
day I do like price and 
speedy … I know I'm  
trying harder to stop 
driving my car so often.”

Female, 45, Auckland 



In April 2020, the whole of New Zealand stayed home to ‘flatten the curve’ and save lives.  
We looked after our ‘bubbles’, tuned in for daily updates and waited out the storm.

But some did more than that. Stories of sock manufacturers making PPE, brewers making 
hand sanitiser and innovators tinkering in their sheds on ventilators. These stories of Kiwis  
doing what they could to help were inspiring to all of us.

That’s where this project started. Cole Armstrong from Neurospot and Mark Finnegan of 
Clarity Insight got talking about socks and ventilators and what they could do to help. Since 
neither are sharp on a sewing machine, they got thinking about how people were thinking.

The 2020 Vision Project is a collaboration between these two, with support from friends at 
TrustPower, Dynata and Hunch. The goal is to help New Zealand organisations start to make 
sense of this sense of flux, draw news from the noise and find insights that will help everyone 
on the winding road ahead.

We hope you find it useful.

Cole & Mark

The story behind the 2020 Vision Project. 
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Cole Armstrong – Director
Email: cole@neurospot.co.nz
Phone: 022 407 8285 
Web:  www.neurospot.co.nz 

Mark Finnegan – Director
Email: mark@clarityinsight.co.nz
Phone: 027 232 4484
Web: www.clarityinsight.co.nz 
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